
 
PROGRAM SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 

WHO WE ARE 
 
FOOD NETWORK is an English-language, specialty service, in more than 6.1 million Canadian homes.  The 
channel is available on a subscription basis to customers of cable and direct-to-home satellite services.   
 
FOOD NETWORK is majority owned and operated by Shaw Media. The network is minority owned by the 
E.W. Scripps Company, the owner and operator of FOOD NETWORK in the United States, and by Corus 
Entertainment Inc. 
 
OUR AUDIENCE 
 
Our target audience is Adults 25-54, with a female/male skew of 60% to 40%.***  This audience has 
increased by 40% in the past two years.  Driving this has been strong entertaining and dramatic shows that 
have brought new viewers to the channel. 
 
OUR PROGRAMMING 
 
Today, Food Network, on air since 2000, has grown into a lifestyle entertainment destination, with a robust 
mix of programs.  Our schedule features a range of high quality Canadian and International programming 
that connects viewers to the world of food. 
 
Programming generally falls into two streams: 
 
Instructional – beautifully shot programs with appealing hosts who have clearly defined “food personalities”.  
These programs inspire our audience with beautiful food and great ideas.  Examples include Fresh with 
Anna Olson, French Food at Home and Jamie at Home.  These programs all share the same qualities.  
They are fun, informative, stylish and feature hosts that are passionate and credible. 
  
Entertainment – Our Primetime programming strands strive to compete with conventional tv’s prime time 
schedules.  On Food Network, we tell compelling, entertaining stories as well, but ours are set in a food 
environment. We also provide dramatic and entertaining access to the world of food.  Reality shows such as 
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares and Restaurant Makeover reveal the drama and inner workings of the 
restaurant industry. Chef School and At the Table With… tell stories of some of the fascinating characters 
who have devoted their lives to food. Glutton for Punishment, Chef Abroad and Good Eats provide fun 
and entertaining forays into the food you love and the food you didn’t even know existed. 
 
HOW CAN YOU GET INVOLVED? 
 
If you hope to pitch an idea to Food Network, and eventually join our stable of producers, it's very important 
for you to understand that we are no longer "the cooking channel."   Just watch our network and study the 
range of programming.  And don't stop there.  Watch the other major lifestyle channels and study their 
shows too.  Be conversant with the product – in fact, don't even bother pitching us if you're not. 
 
By watching our channel you will notice that our shows embody the following core values that your 
submission should also include: 
 
Entertaining:  Capturing and keeping an audience simply by being great television. 
Accessible:   Engaging but not intimidating with hosts that are real, friendly and likeable. 
Informative:  Giving viewers useful content that solves everyday conflicts and challenges.   
Passionate:  Encouraging viewers to enjoy and express life through food. 
Beautiful:  Expressing the pleasure of food through stunning visuals. 



 
 
What qualities make this kind of programming very successful? 
 

• Entertaining, well told stories  

• High stakes  

• Talented, passionate hosts 

• Strong characters  

• Dramatic tension 
 
Help us build a schedule with programs that embody the qualities above so that we can continue to grow! 
 
SUBMISSION FACTS 
 

• Currently looking for weekly series of 13 to 28 half-hour episodes, or strong, dramatic one-hour 
episodes.  We are always looking for original formats with ‘legs’, ie: that could go for several seasons. 

• Selection will be based on the following: 
� Suitability of content to the mandate of FOOD NETWORK  
� Needs of the programming schedule 
� Innovations in proposed form and content 
� Producer’s experience and ability, both creative and financial 
� Evidence of portrayal equity 
� Regional representation of producers 

 
WHAT WE NEED FROM YOU 
 
Program proposals for Food should include the following: 
 

1. Concept synopsis 
2. Treatment 
3. Suggested show format and rundown 
4. Biographies of principal creative personnel, including executive producer 
5. Tape, if available (of producer’s work or demo of proposed program idea or host). 
6. Signed Submission Release Form 

 
If possible please include: 
 

7. Production budget summary 
8. Financing plan 

 
 
Important 
 
It is possible that one proposal may resemble, in whole or in part, another proposal originating from another 
source.  Anyone submitting a proposal to FOOD NETWORK assumes this risk, and may not hold FOOD 
NETWORK accountable if it chooses to proceed with another proposal that is in any way similar.  If 
approaching FOOD NETWORK directly, proposals are not read or given any consideration until a signed 
Submission Release Form has been received.   
The Programming Department of FOOD NETWORK receives a large number of proposals.  Please allow at 
least 6 weeks for a reply to your proposal. Proposals will not be returned to sender. 
 

Submissions can now be sent to:  
 

Food Network Programming Department 
Shaw Media 

121 Bloor St. East 
Toronto, ON    M4W 3M5 

Email: lifestyle.submissions@shawmedia.ca 
Fax: (416) 324-7423 


